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EXPLAINING RAUSA FEMININE:=;* 
Paul Newman 
Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden 
The fo~ation of feminine words in Rausa is explained in 
terms of three distinct processes: (a) Derivation (marked 
by {-nyaa}), i.e. the change from masculine (male) to femi-
nine (female); (b) Inflection (marked by {-aa}), i.e. the 
expression of a gender feature provided by concord rules; 
and (c) Overt Characterization (also marked by {-aa}). i.e. 
the historical addition of an overt gender marker to inherent-
ly feminine nouns. The process of overt characterization 
(= "hypercharacterization") explains why almost all felJ.inine 
nouns in Rausa now end in -aa when historically they can be 
presumed to have occurred with all five final vowels. It also 
accounts for the presence of an overt feminine suffix on nouns 
that cannot be considered derived. A clear distinction be-
tween the separate suffixes {-nyaa} and {-aa} leads to a 
straightforward, regular description of feminine forms, in 
terms of segmentals as well as tones. Finally, it is shown 
how the analysis of "secondary verbal nouns" (deverbative 
nouns) can be simplified if seemingly diverse forms are 
treated as related masculine/feminine pairs. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that most feminine nouns in Rausa end in -aa. 
In some cases the -aa is an integral part of the lexical item, e.g. 
ri igaa 'gown', taagaa 'window'; in others, it is part of what 
Parsons [1961J calls a "feminative" suffix, e.g. garkuwaa 'shield', 
zaakanyaa 'lioness,.l Masculine nouns normally end in one of the 
*This paper was stimulated by ideas and observations in a. recent 
paper presented by Russell Schuh 0.978 J, to whom I am most grateful 
for discussion and constructive criticism (not all of which I have 
heeded). It is also the outgrowth of a broader comparative study of 
gender in Chadic and Afroasiatic being carried out with the support 
of a National Science Foundation grant no. BNS77-16841, awarded to 
the Center for Applied Linguistics. I would like to thank Claude 
Gouffe for conunents and corrections on an earlier draft of the paper. 
lFor the most extensive study of gender in Rausa, see the 
series of articles by Parsons [1960-61-63J. 
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other four vowels, e.g. bfr) i 'monkey', zoobee 'ring', kuuruu 
'pony', keesoo 'grass mat'. Some masculine nouns also end in 
-aa , e.g. wataa 'moon', bakaa 'bow', but these are generally 
treated as non-systematic exceptions. 
In an important study of West Chadic vowels, Schuh [1978J 
notes that in Chadic languages, there is normally no fixed correla-
tion between the grammatical gender of words and their phonological 
shape. 2 He concludes that the association between final -aa and 
feminine gender now found in Hausa is not an old feature, but 
rather is the result of a relatively recent innovation. 3 In Proto-
Hausa, feminine nouns presumably occurred with all five final 
vowels (and perhaps with consonant final nouns as well). Without 
going into the details as to how feminine nouns came to end in -aa 
Schuh suggests that one contributing factor was the addition of 
the feminine derivational suffixes. 
In this paper, I would like to carry forward the study of 
Hausa feminines, taking as basic Schuh's assumption of the earlier 
independence of canonical shape and gender. First, I shall clarify 
the morpho-syntactic process by which feminine nouns carne to have 
feminine endings. Then I shall account for the present and pre-
vious phonological shape of these words. 
2Schuh is correct in emphasizing this lack of correlation as 
a Chadic norm, probably reflecting the original situation in Proto-
Chadic. Nevertheless, there are a number of present-day Chadic 
languages apart from Hausa which independently have established 
a (partial) correlation between gender and phonological shape, 
e.g. Gashua Bade [Schuh 1977J, Mokulu [J. Lukas 1977J, Pa'a [M. 
Skinner 1977J. 
3This idea was put forward earlier on other grounds in an in-
teresting paper by N. Skinner [1975J. Although I accept Skinner's 
proposal that the Hausa feminine suffix is ultimately derived from 
a form containing an element Itl, in light of the shallow time 
depth treated in the present paper, I shall go ahead and describe 
the suffix simply as -aa. 
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2. Morpho-syntactic Processes 
Three main processes were involved in the development of Rausa 
feminine forms: (a) Derivation, (b) Inflection, and (c) Overt 
Characterization. 
2.1. Derivation (NC+mJ ~ NC+fJ ). Male and female counterparts 
of the same animate being can be indicated either by using separate 
words, e.g. dook)i/good1 yaa 'horse/mare', or by deriving one form 
from the other, e.g. zaak) i/zaakanyaa 'lion/lioness'. In accord-
ance with universal linguistic principles, Rausa normally derives 
the word for the female from a word indicating the male, although 
a few examples of derived male forms can be found. The derivational 
shift from male to female is automatically accompanied by a corre-
sponding gender shift from masculine to feminine. It should be em-
phasized that in pairs such as zaak~ i/zaakanyaa , the feminine 
form is conceptuallY as well as morphologically derivative. 
The feminine derivational suffix is 
manifestations being -nyaa and -n)yaa 
{-ny~a} , its two surface 
This suffix is not the 
same as the feminative endings -(i)yaa and -(u)waa , with which 
it has always been confused. The derivational suffix {-ny~a} is 
essentially non-productive in present-day Rausa. The following list 
is therefore complete (allowing for accidental omissions or unrecorded 
dialect variants): 
(1) 
servant 
hartebeest 
gazelle 
rat 
boy 
ring 
thief 
goblin 
infant 
m. 
baraa 
dart i 
kaSoo 
kuusuu 
yaaroo 
zoo bee 
baraawoo 
doodao 
j Inj) rI i 
f. 
baranyaa 
daranyaa 
kabanyaa 
kuusanyaa 
yaarf nyaa 
zoobany~a 
baraun haa 
doodann)yaa 
jfnjlrn)yaa 
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(1) cont. m. f. 
blind person makaafoo .... makaun~yaa 
orphan maraayaa .... marain~yaa 
man mutum .... mutuun~yaa mutumn~yaa 
chief sarkfi .... saraun~yaa 
age-mate zumuu .... zuun~yaa = zumn~yaa 
wizard bookaa .... bookanyaa (= bookaa) 
grandchild j (i kaa .... j f i klmyaa (= j f i kaa) 
evil person muuguu .... mugunyaa (= muuguwaa) 
fool waawaa .... waawanyaa (= waawaa) 
monkey b f r ~ i .... bfrfnyaa 
boar gyaadoo .... gyaadanyaa 
fish k f iff i .... kfifanyaa 
antelope maazoo .... maazanyaa 
lion zaak~i .... zaakanyaa 
As can be seen, the function of this suffix is to form the female 
counterpart of animates (humans and animals). There are only a few 
exceptions: kfifanyaa, which denotes a 'large fish' (perhaps 
originally a female fish), and zoobanyaa, which is equivalent in 
meaning to zoo bee The pair kadee/kadanyaa 'shea-tree' (equi-
valent in meaning) only appears to be an exception, since the femi-
nine form does not contain the suffix -nyaa , but rather is formed 
from a now nonexistent root *kadan- plus the suffix -yaa (cf. 
the pl. kadaanee). It is possible that the pair zoobee/zoobanyaa 
has a similar explanation. The omission of the pair saa/saan~yaa 
'bull/cow' from the list is purposeful (see discussion later in 
section 3.1.3). 
2.2. Inflection (DNCagenJ .... DNC+fJ)' Adjectival nouns--"dependent 
nominals" in Parsons' terminology-obligatorily agree in number and 
gender with their head nouns, whether used predicatively or attribu-
tively, e.g. 
(2 ) bakaa[+mJ saaboo[+mJ 
, 
'the bow is new' nee 
, . , 
Saabuwaa[+fJ d~e 'the is new' rllgaa[+fJ gown 
mootooc (i [+plJ saababb (i [+plJ 
, 
'the are new' nee cars 
Note that the gender agreement is with the specified grammatical 
gender of the head noun and not its surface manifestation, e.g. 
kaakaa[+mJ tsootoo nee 'grandfather is old', vs. kaakaa[+fJ 
tsootuwaa cee 'grandmother is old,.4 As far as the inflectional 
marking for gender is concerned--plural marking falls outside the 
scope of this paper--the masculine form has a ¢ suffix (i.e. is 
unmarked) while the feminine form contains a suffix {-aa}, with 
the surface manifestations -aa, -(i)yaa, and -(u)waa (to 
be described later in section 3.2). Both the [+mJ and [+fJ forms 
are inflected from the same base, e.g. 
< saaboo saaboo[ J' 'new' 
agen saaboo 
+ /saaboo/ 
+ aa[+fJ /saabuwaa/ 
+ /farfi/ 
+ aa C+fJ 
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Although the inflected masculine form and the underlying base are 
(almost always) the same, it is important for the understanding of 
Hausa gender to keep them apart. The inflected feminine form is 
not built on the masculine form, as generally asserted, but on an 
underlyingly genderless base. Adjectival (Dependent Nominal) in-
flection consists in the overt marking of the feature [+fJ added by 
the grammatical concord rules; it does not involve a change from 
one gender to another. It is thus an entirely different process 
from the zaak! i/zaakanyaa derivation, the essence of which is the 
alteration of a [+mJ semantically male form into a [+fJ semantically 
4Syntactically, gender in Hausa is actually considerably more 
complicated than I make it sound here, cf. Schachter [1966J. 
female form. 5 
2.3. Overt characterization (NC+fJ ... NC+fJ + fern. suffix). Hausa 
has a large number of words containing a feminative suffix which do 
not, however, have masculine counterparts, e.g. garkuwaa 'shield', 
tunk'iyaa 'ewe, sheep', toolfyaa 'tuft', mfnjfryaa 'electric 
catfish', kfbfyaa 'arrow'. etc. In the standard analyses of 
Rausa, these are treated as "feminatives", which are derived from 
masculine words that have since been lost, e.g. garkuwaaCfJ < 
*garkoCmJ ' tunk'iyaa CfJ < *tumk'i CmJ etc. (cf. Parsons Cn.d.J). 
This analysis, however, raises some difficult questions--up to 
now never faced--namely, what would have been the nature of this 
derivational process, so often involving words for inanimates, and 
why should such a large number of the postulated masculine forms 
have disappeared? The answer is that Hausa feminatives are not 
derived from masculine words. Rather, their explicitly feminine 
phonological/morphological shape is due to the addition of a feminine 
suffix to words that were already grammatically feminine! The 
process was not derivation, but rather "overt characterization" 
(called "hypercharacterization" by Malkiel [1957-58J). It is true 
that garkuwaa and tunk'iyaa are historically derived from *gark6 
and *tumk'i ;0 but these starred forms were already C+fJ before the 
5Although muuguwaa and mugunyaa now function somewhat 
interchangeably as feminine forms of muuguu 'evil (psn)', the 
former would originally have only been the inflected form of the 
adjective (dependent nominal), while the latter would have only 
been a derived feminine (female) word corresponding to the male 
(masculine)form 'evil man'. 
6All of the reconstructed forms in this paper are given with 
a short final vowel. Synchronically, the unmarked length of final 
vowels in Rausa could be said to be long. However, as independently 
concluded by Greenberg C1977:103J and Schuh C1978J, the final 
vowels of Hausa nouns must originally have been short. They 
suggest that the long vowels one now finds reflect a former deictic 
element, identified more specifically by Schuh as a previous ref-
erence marker *-i. On the original shortness of the final vowel, 
I am in agreement; but I would suggest that the explanation for the 
length will be found in the broader process of gender characteriza-
tion rather than in a specific deictic morpheme. 
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feminine suffix was added. The function of the suffix was not to 
change gender, but rather to provide the word with an overt shape 
such that it was explicitly characterized as feminine. 7 As 
argued by Schuh C1978J, Hausa formerly should have had feminine 
nouns ending in vowels other than -a, gender not being explicitly 
marked. The overtly characterized "feminatives" in present-day 
Hausa, instead of entailing the former existence of corresponding 
masculine nouns, provide valuable internal evidence of grammatically 
feminine nouns with the full range of final vowels postulated On 
comparative grounds to have been possible, e.g. 
(4 ) zuuc) yaa < * 'kt' zu 'CfJ 'heart' 
saaffyaa < *' , saafeCfJ 'morning' 
garkuwaa < * ' k' gar 0CfJ 'shield' 
ruuduwaa < * ' d' ruu uCfJ 'woman's load of utensils' 
cf. kaazaa < *k' , aazaC fJ 'chicken' 
Interestingly, though not surprisingly (cf. Martinet [1956J), 
the ending adopted by Rausa to characierize its feminine nouns was 
not the derivational suffix {-nvaa}, with its associated semantic 
properties, but rather the (originally) semantically empty inflectional 
suffix [-aa}. The historical characterization rule, like the synchron-
ic inflectional rule, probably applied obligatorily to all feminine 
nouns. 8 Doublets such as tal leeCmJ = tal I fyaa CfJ 'soup pot' or 
lee~uucmJ = leeQuwaaCfJ 'summit' thus represent dialect or stylistic 
variation in the underlying gender specification and not optional 
application of the characterization rule. Before the overt character-
ization of feminineE, *tal l~cmJ = *talleCfJ would have been comparable 
7For examples of overt characterization outside of Chadic, see 
Malkiel [1957-58J for Romance and Ibrahim [1973J for Semitic. 
8Feminine words without the feminine ending, with which one must 
include words with final short -a (!), e.g. gog~6 'paternal aunt', 
maage 'cat', ~ungulu and jlgal 'vulture', ~ayaba 'banana', must 
have come into the language at a later date.. The word mace 'woman' 
is an exception. Presumably it was so well marked semantically that 
it did not have to be overtly characterized for its feminine gender. 
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to the now-found Sandaa[mJ = sandaa[fJ 'stick', the contrast 
being in the underlying gramatical gender, not in the surface 
morphological form. 
Since there was not a comparable process of characterization 
affecting masculine nouns, they have remained with all five 
etymOlogically inherited final vowels, e.g. 
raam'i i [mJ 
t uu rUU[mJ 
'hole'; geefee[mJ 'edge'; kaf60[mJ 
'stocks'; bakaa[mJ 'bow' . 
'horn' ; 
From a historical point of view, masculine words with final 
-aa in Rausa are entirely normal--an important point emphasized 
by Schuh [1978J--and synchronically they are more numerous and 
include more basic words than one is usually led to believe. 
Nevertheless, an association does now hold in Hausa between final 
-aa and feminine gender such that aa-final masculine nouns could 
be said to be "mischaracterized". Because of this, there has been 
analogical pressure for such nouns to change their gender, e.g. 
faataa 'skin', ~fskaa 'wind', yaatsaa 'finger', all of which 
were originally masculine but which have switched to feminine in 
at least some dialects. In the case of klshirwaa[fJ 'thirst', 
presumably derived from kfsh'i(n) ruwaa[m/lJ 'thirst of water', 
and giiwaa[fJ 'elephant' « *giiWan[mJ)'~ both of which accidentally 
appear to contain the feminative suffix -waa, the gender change 
affected all dialects. How many other aa-flnal words there are 
that switched from masculine to feminine at an early period without 
leaving a trace, we cannot know. But in the case of the aa-final 
masculine words that have not changed, their highly marked nature 
is good evidence that the gender of these words is an old, conserva-
tive trait, dating back to Proto-Hausa and beyond. 
9According to my analysis, gfyee 'male elephant/epithet for a 
chief' represents a derived masculine form, necessitated by the 
gender change of gfiwaa from [+mJ to [+fJ, Le. gfyee < giiyee < 
giiwee[ , < gfiwaar tJ. If gfyee were the unmarked underlying form, 
as usua~IY claimed,lthe corresponding feminine should have been 
??glyyaa , not gfiwaa . 
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2.4. Common gender nouns. A consideration of common gender nouns 
is important since they illustrate the overlap between overt 
characterization as a historical phenomenon and derivation as a 
synchronic process. They are also important for understanding 
the development of Hausa feminatives since it is possible that 
overt characterization began with the marking of the feminines of 
these common gender words before it spread to the inherently fem-
inine words. 
Syntactically, Hausa has only two genders, masculine and 
feminine. Lexically, however, nouns fall into three classes: 
masculine, feminine, and "common",lO i.e. animate nouns whose gen-
der is determined by the sex of the referent rather than being an 
inherent property of the lexeme as such. Examples of common gender 
nouns are kaakaa[ J 'grandparent', for which one can specify 
com 
[+mJ 'grandfather' or [+fJ 'grandmother', and jaakfi[comJ 'ass', 
for which one can specify [+mJ jaakf i 'he-ass' or [+fJ jaakaa 
'she-ass'. Morphologically there are two classes of common gender 
nouns, those that are epicene, e.g. kaakaa 'grandparent', ~autaa 
'youngest child', waadaa ' dwarf '. , gau I aa ' fool', sa ~aa 'age-
mate', and those that have a distinct feminine form. The non-
epicene common gender nouns include dependent nominals used as main 
nouns, e.g. tsoofOO[mJ/tsOOfuwaa[fJ 'old man (father)/old woman 
(mother)' « tSOOfOO[ J 'old person'), as well as various in-
com 
dependent nominals, e.g. saakooCmJ/saakuwaaCfJ « saakooCcomJ) 
'next younger sibling' ,sheegee [mJ/sheeg)yaaCfJ 'bastard', 
kuuruucm/Kuuruwaa[fJ 'pony', jaakfi Cm/ jaakaaCfJ 'ass'. It has 
been customary to treat forms such as saakuwaa, sheeg1yaa, etc. 
as derived feminine forms on a par with forms such as baranyaa 
'female servant' « baraa CmJ 'servant'). Historically speaking 
lOThe term ':common gender" is taken from Parsons C1960: 120J. My 
use of the term differs from his, however, since he limits it to 
synchronically epicene nouns. 
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this is wrong. The feminine form saakuwaa 'younger sister', 
for example, comes not from the masculine word saakooCmJ 'younger 
brother' , but from the underlying common gender noun saakooC J com 
'younger sibling' by semantic specification. The morphological 
process is not derivation--the suffix {-nyaa} is never added--but 
overt characterization. At a deeper level, pairs such as saakoo/ 
saakuwaa are thus parallel to pairs such as kaakaaCmJ/kaakaaCfJ' 
Morphologically the pairs look different because of the way in 
which the -aa suffix is realized, but grammatically there is no 
difference. 11 At an earlier historical period, moreover, before the 
overt characterization of feminines; words such as saakoo would 
also have been epicene, i.e. *saako taa fita 'younger sister went 
out' would have been as normal as kaak.aa taa flta 
went out'. 
'grandmother 
Because of the morphologically unequal nature of most of the 
common gender mlf pairs (due to the overt characterization of the 
feminines), the original system of sex-neutral common gender words 
seems to be giving way to a masculine-unmarked/feminine-marked 
system. Wtih this change in orientation, the epicene words become 
"undercharacterized", the response being the creation (still 
sporadic) of new derived forms using the true feminine derivational 
suffix, e.g. jfikanyaa 'granddaughter', bookanyaa 'female 
wizard', waawanyaa 'female fool', from the originally epicene, 
common gender words jfikaa, bookaa, and waawaa. 
3. The Form of Rausa Feminines 
All descriptions of Rausa note that feminines are formed in 
some way by the addition of -aa, (i)¥aa, and (u)waa; but 
apart from this, little is said. Taylor [1959:9J states, "beyond 
11By eliminating the surface distinction between epicene words 
such as kaakaa and paired words such as saakOo/saakuwaa, we are 
led to the discovery that almost all kin-terms in Rausa are common 
gender, sex of the referent not being reflected in the basic termi-
nology. 
saying that the .feminine endings are -waa and -yaa , no precise 
rules can be given." Even Parsons, who is seldom at a loss for 
comprehensive rules, leaves the various forms of the feminine to 
a great extent unexplained, concluding "the distribution of the 
various shapes of the feminine suffix is somewhat arbitrary" [Parsons 
1963:181J. As far as tone is concerned, the only good attempt to 
account for the form of feminines is by Leben [1971J, a study to 
which I shall return. 
The failure to account for the phonological shape of the 
feminines in a regular way is directly connected with the failure 
to distinguish the derivational suffix {-ny~a} from the (originally) 
inflectional ending {-aa}. The usual assumption has been that the 
-nlyaa in, for example, makaunlyaa 'blind woman' and the -Iyaa 
in, for example, tunklyaa 'sheep' are allomorphs of the same 
morpheme. "In addition to the regular shape -(i)yaa/(u)waa, the 
feminine suffix exhibits two other, less common shapes [-niyaa/ 
-nuwaa and -nyaaJ, both containing an additional nasal element" 
[Parsons 1963:180J. As soon, however, as one separates the two 
morphemes from each other, the difficulty in explaining their 
various phonological shapes immediately diminishes, both in terms 
of segmentals and in terms of tone. This is not to say that ex-
ceptions and irregular items do not exist; but the major patterns 
and rules can be shown to be highly regular, and not in the least 
arbitrary. It should be emphasized that the formation rules to be 
described are not specified for time, i.e. they are synchronic 
rules in the case of the still operative inflection of dependent 
nominals, for example, while they are historical rules in the 
case of the overtly characterized feminative independent nominals. 
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3.1. Derivational suffix {-ny~a} 
suffix {-ny~a} has two allomorphs, 
12 The feminine derivational 
-nyaa and -niyaa . 
3.1.1. The short variant -nyaa. This variant is added to nouns 
of the form CVCV. The addition of the suffix is accompanied by (a) 
the imposition of a HHL tone pattern on the derived form, regardless 
of the tone of the simple noun, and (b) the general, but n9t 
exceptionless, change in the vowel preceding the suffix to /a/, e.g. 
(6) zaakii (HL) 'lion' 
maazoo (LH) 'antelope' ~ 
biri i (HL) 'monkey' 
zaakanyaa 
maazanyaa 
b! rf nyaa 
The feminine form mugunyaa « muuguu) 'evil woman', is 
uni~ue in shortening the initial vowel. This is a peculiarity of 
this word, not this derivational process, as seen from the fact 
that the shortening also takes place in other derived forms, e.g. 
muguntaa 'wickedness', mugunta 'become evil' . 
3.1.2. The long variant 
, , 
-n Iyaa . This variant, the tones of which 
result from the application of the general LL tone raising rule 
[Leben 1971J, is added to triconsonantal nouns of the form Cl VC2VC3V. 
The final V is dropped when the suffix is added and the resulting 
syllable final C3 weakens in accordance with Klingenheben's laws 
[1927/28J. The tone pattern is H/L HLH, the initial tone usually 
preserving the initial tone of the base, e.g. 
( 7) baraawoo 'thief' ~ G' , ~ I araunlyaa 
. , ., , . 
'infant' ~ jfnjfrniyaa JlnJ1r11 
makaafoo 'blind man' ~ makaun'i yaa 
12Leben [1971J treats -nyaa as a reduced form of -nlyaa. which 
he interprets as being composed of a derivational suffix -n'i plus the 
feminine marker -aa. For purposes of this paper I am taking -nyaa as 
basic and am assuming that the vowel in the longer form is epenthetic. 
No difficulty in the total analysis, however, would be posed by treating 
the forms the other way. 
In two cases, the feminine form is derived from a base that is 
different from the now-occurring masculine form: 
(8) s'rkfi 'chief', , , , , < *sar~akf 13 saraunlyaa[fJ 
~~~o 'goblin', , , 1 ' doodann yaa[fJ < *d~dbono 
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The only exception to the formation rules for derived feminines 
is zuunly'a = zumnly'a 'female friend', where from the masculine 
form zumuu , one would have expected *zumfnyaa , a dialectal 
form that does in fact occur. 
3.1.3. Analyzing specific lexical items. The recognition that 
the surface forms of the derivational suffix {-nyaa} are almost 
entirely regular, both as concernS the segmentals and the tone, 
enables us to tell the difference between words that have this 
suffix and others that only appear to do so. For example, whereas 
tukunyaa 'pot' could be analyzed as tuku+nyaa, its variant form 
tukunyaa (the older form on which the plural is based) could not, 
because the tones are wrong. The correct break is tUkun-yaa (see 
Parsons [1963:18InJ). Similarly, taf'fnuw'a 'garlic' must be 
analyzed as taf'fn+uw'a since the ending -nuw'a cannot qualify 
as a variant of the derivational suffix, both the tones and the 
/-uw-/ being wrong. This raises the interesting question of the 
analysis of the word s'anlyaa 'cow'. While it has generally been 
assumed that this is composed of saa 'bull' plus the suffix 
-nly'a (cf. Abraham [1959:30J, J. Lukas [1968:106J), there are a 
number of problems with this interpretation. First, it is extremely 
unusual from a Chadic point of view for the basic word for 'bovine' 
to be a masculine gender, male referent form. Second, this analysis 
is inconsistent with the existence of the dialect form , , , saanuwaa 
(= s'anlyaa), which contains an ending that cannot be accepted as 
an allomorph of the derivational suffix. Third, the monosyllabic 
13This base is still found in present-day Rausa in the word saraa!;fi 
'a member of a royal household'. 
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form saa with falling tone suggests the former presence of a 
second consonant in the root. Finally, the plural form shaanuu 
is difficult to explain if one takes saa as the underlying 
singular. As a solution to these problems I would endorse an 
idea mentioned by Parsons [n.d.J, but never developed by him, 
namely that historically speaking saanlyaa is not derived 
from saa but rather is built on a common gender base *6aan(el 
the nasal having been preserved in the feminine and plural but lost 
in the masculine (cf. Schuh [1976J). The processes involved in 
the formation of the feminine would thus have been sex specification 
plus overt characterization, not derivation, and the suffix would 
have been -iyaa (or -uwaa, according to the dialect), not 
-nlyaa . 
3.2. Feminine ending [-aa). The feminine ending [-aa} (with copy 
tone) is used with nominals that are synchronically inflected or 
specified as well as with inherently feminine nouns that histori-
cally underwent the process of overt characterization. In the 
former cases, the base upon which the feminative is built is still 
visible; in the latter case, the base has to be reconstituted on 
internal or comparative grounds. The surface allomorphs of the 
ending are -aa, -yaa, -waa, -iyaa, and -uwaa, with var-
ious tones (see Parsons [1963J). Both the segmental forms and 
the tones are fully determined by the phonological shape of the 
base (apart from a small, problematic class, described in section 
3.3.1); exceptions are rare. 
The segmental shape of the ending is accounted for by three 
general rules (the first two of which could be collapsed into one) 
plus some minor adjustment rules.- The first rule specifies whether 
the -aa is preceded by a transition glide (TG) or not. The 
second specifies whether the TG is Y or W. The third specifies 
whether the TG is long or short. 
3.2.1. Rule 1. If the base ends in -ala) or Hi tone -((i) , 
the suffix is added directly without a transition glide; otherwise, 
a TG is inserted. The directly adden suffix (like the TG + suffix) 
replaces the final vowel of the base, e.g. 
(9) far (i + aa .... faraa[fJ 'white' 
jaak Ii + aa .... jaakaa[fJ 'she-ass' 
* " gwam I [fJ + aa .... gwamaa[f] 'cudgel' 
With dependent nominals and common gender nouns, the vowel 
replacement in the feminine is evident because the related form 
with I. -II is still present. With independent nominals of the 
form ... Caa, there is usually no way to tell the difference be-
tween feminine nouns that originally ended in -i and now end in 
-aa because of overt characterization, and those in which the 
final -aa is etymological. The final -aa in gwamaa 'cudgel' 
is secondary, as shown by the coexisting masculine form gwamii , as 
is the -aa in lugubaa 'ripe fruit' « *Iugubi), cf. the variant 
luubiyaa « *Iugbi). Conversely, the vowel-shifted plural form 
kaajii supports the interpretation of the -aa in kaazaa 
'chicken' as etymological. In the case of wutaa 'fire' « *wuti[fJ 
< *watl[fJ)' comparative evidence for a final -I can be cited, 
cf. Proto-Bole *wasi [Schuh 1978J. But on the whole, the two 
classes are indistinguishable synchronically and very difficult to 
sort out historically. 
3.2.1.1. Locational/instrumental nouns. A particularly interesting 
case of a former * 1 -I now disguised as is that of the locational 
nouns derived from verbs, e.g. ma~aunaa 'place where grain is 
sold' « ~aunaa 'to weigh, ceasure'), majeemaa 'tannery', 
mafakaa 'shelter', ma~aikataa 'factory, place of work'. These 
nouns are generally described as being formed by the addition of the 
morpheme ma.:.aa (occasionally ... Ii) as contrasted with the 
derived instrumentals formed with the morpheme rna.:. Ii , e.g. 
ma~aunfi 'scales, measuring device', mabuudfi 'opener', matseeffi 
'comb'. The tacit assumption is that the former are feminine 
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. because they end in -aa , the latter are masculine because they 
end in I • -II . Two related, but separate derivational morphemes 
are thus assumed for the two types of nouns. 
It seems clear to me, however, that there is only one morpho-
logical construction for the two semantic groups, this being the 
construction formed by the addition of * ' , I rna ••• I • The ... aa 
construction of locational nouns is due to overt characterization. 
The critical difference between *mfo~aun([fJ 'weighing place' , 
*maJ·eemf 'tannery' and *ma~aunf 'scales', *mabuud1 [fJ [mJ [mJ 
'opener', would originally have been one of grammatical gender, not 
of form, locationals being feminine, instrumentals being masculine. 
Locational nouns ending in I • -I I in present-day Rausa, such as 
masauk f i [mJ 'lodging place', ma~aj f y f i [mJ 'storeroom', and 
mashfgfi[mJ 'ford' would thus represent unexplained exceptions in 
gender assignment rather than in morphology. 14 
The above reconstruction, originally arrived at on internal 
grounds, completely matches Schuh's interpretation of the sYnchronic 
situation in Bade, a somewhat distantly related language in the West 
Chadic branch. In Bade, derived locational, instrumental, and 
agential nouns (the latter not treated in this paper) all make use 
of exactly the same construction, ma- + verb root + vowel ending. 
There are, however, differences iri gender: "Lukas [R. Lukas 1967/ 
68J is probably right that the 'locatives' are always feminine. A 
better way to say it would be that when used locatively, the ma-
derived form has feminine gender .... Most of the instrument nouns 
do seem to take masculine gender, though there are a few exceptions .... " 
[letter of October 29, 1978J. In the Gashua dialect of Bade, which 
in certain respects seems to retain older forms, the final vowel 
ending of ma- derived nouns, including locational nouns, is the 
high vowel -u, to be compared with the Rausa -.i ( i) , cf. 
14perhaps the mistake is in considering these as locational 
nouns; a ford, for example, could easily be conceived of as a thing 
(like a bridge) rather than a place. 
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Gashua Bade mad21ltu 'dye-pit' with Rausa marinaa « *marini[fJ) 
'dye-pit' .. 
3.2.1.2. Feminines of a(al-final words. In the case of a(al-
final bases, it is immaterial from a synchronic point of view 
whether one describes the feminine ending as having a ¢ allomorph, 
or whether one adds the suffix -aa, which vacuously replaces the 
stem-final vowel (my preference). In either case, the result is 
the same: a feminine which on the surface is identical to the base 
and to the corresponding masculine form, e.g. 
(10) kurmaa CmJ kurmaaCfJ 'deaf (psn)' 
~, t' au aa CmJ ~, t' au aaCfJ 'youngest child' 
kumaamaa CmJ kumaamaaCfJ 'feeble (psn) , 
, ~, 
sa aa CmJ sa~aaCfJ 'age-mate' 
Parsons C1963:179-80J claims that words ending in Lo tone -a(al 
also form feminines by adding -iyaa (tone not indicated). Although 
there are some real examples (e. g. jakaad~la/ jakaad'l yaa 'consul') 
and some apparent examples (e.g. tsaka/tsakiyaa 'center'), the 
claim that -iyaa is a normal, regular allomorph of the feminine 
marker with a(a)-final nouns cannot be accepted. The word 
tsakiyaa , for example, is an overtly characterized form of * " tsakl CfJ 
from which the adverbial tsaka is derived (cf. jfka, the ad-
verbial form of j'lki i 'body' ).Similarly, kashfyaa 'underneath' 
is not derived from kasa 'down', but from *~ashiCfJ' which is also 
the source of the adverbial form. In the case of cnyaa 'daughter', 
usually assumed to be derived from d1a 'son', the identity of the 
-iyaa and the feminine ending is accidental, it really being part 
of the stem, cf. Ngizim cfI y I waka ' fruit' = 'offspring of tree '. 
The real cases of -Iyaa being added to a-final nouns, almost all 
of which are recent loanwords (e.g. jakaadaa 'consul', Ifklta 
'doctor', ~Ingarmaa 'stallion') represent an innovative development 
whereby the ending -Iyaa (formerly an automatically conditioned 
allomorph of the inflectional ending -aa) is being upgraded into a 
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productive derivational suffix.IS 
3.2.2. Rule 2. All feminine words, except those described above 
require a transitional glide between the base and the suffix -aa 
If the base ends in e or in with Lo tone, the TG is Y (-y-
or -iy-); if it ends in 0 or u, the TG is W (-w- or -uw-l. 
The Y or W replaces the final vowel of the base, e.g. 
(ll) kl3rE3e +TG +aa .... klw-y-aa 'bitch' 
shuucft i +TG +aa .... shuud-iy-aa 'blue' 
kaatoo +TG +aa .... kaat-uw-aa 'huge' 
kut uruu +TG +aa .... kutur-w-aa 'leper' 
Given this rule, we can determine whether the historically 
earlier final vowel of overtly characterized feminatives was a 
front vowel (indicated E) or a back vowel (indicated 0) although 
not necessarily which, e.g. 
(12) tsark)yaa 'bow string' < *tsark~[fJ ' i.e. *tsarki or 
*tsarke (but not *-u , *-0 , or *-a) 
shaamuwaa 'stork' < *shaamOCfJ ' i.e. *shaamu or *shaam6 
(but not *-i , *-e , or *-a) 
The presence of a Y or W transition glide in itself gives no 
information as to whether the original final vowel was vs. e, 
or u vs. 0 (with one exception to be described below). Never-
theless, in a number of cases, it is possible to determine the 
precise vowel on the basis of comparative or internal evidence, e.g. 
(13) 
, , , 
zuuclyaa 
saafiyaa 
gaskiyaa 
'sheep' < 
'heart' " 
'morning' < 
'truth' < 
*t' k' um I C fJ ' 
* ' t' zuk ICf] 
*' , saafe[f] 
* ' k' gas e[f] 
cf. Proto-Bole 
cf. adverbial 
cf. 
cf. 
" 
" 
*tamki 
form zuuc( 
" 
" 
15Cf. daal fbiyaa 'female student' « daalibii), with the 
innovative derivational use of the -)yaa suffix, with the synony-
mous regularly formed feminative daalibaa 
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(13) cont. 
'shield' < *garko[fJ ' cf. plural form garkfi 
(this pattern not used with uu-final nouns) 
, " , muuduwaa 
t60tuwaa 
'python' 
'pulp' 
'hook' 
< 
< 
< 
* ' df. rr,uu u[fJ Height of final vowel 
* .. ' t' 
,00 o[fJ deducible from height 
*k' , uug I [fJ immediately preceding 
of 
long kuug)yaa 
s60sh)yaa 'stripped < *' , soose[fJ vowel (see Newman [1979J) 
corn head' 
Since final - i ( i) nouns with Hi tone form feminines by adding -aa 
directly without a transition glide, the final vowel of nouns that 
end in , , can be presumed to have been * ' not *- f -Iyaa -e , , e.g. 
(14) walklyaa 'lightning' < * ' Ik' wa e[fJ (not ??*walkf) 
tsaamfyaa 'tamarind' < *t' , saarne~fJ (not ??*tsaaml) 
In considering words such as tsfryaa 'parakeet' vs. Sarwaa 
'quail' , or gabany~a 'a wasting disease' vs. katantanwaa 
'snail shell', Parsons concludes that "the distribution as between 
~y~ and -w- ... appears to be arbitrary" [1963:179J. Synchronically 
this might be true; but historically, there is no mystery: the 
choice of -y- vs. -w- is completely determined by the nature of 
the underlying final vowel, as just described, i.e. tsfryaa, 
clnyaa 'thigh', etc. all come from words of the form ... CE while 
Sarwaa ,yunwaa 'hunger', etc. all come from words of the form 
... CO. Viewed this way, even synchronically aberrant pairs such as 
kanee/kanwaa 'younger brother/younger sister' lend themselves to 
a simple explanation if one assumes that the feminine was formed in 
a regular manner from a base *kanO , which underwent a sporadic 
vowel change in forming the masculine counterpart. 
are *gajeero 'short' ~ gajeereeLmJ/gajeeruwaa[fJ 
'lizard' ~ kadangaree[mJ/kadangaruwaa[fJ . 
Other examples 
and *kadanga rD 
3.2.3. Rule 3. If the penultimate syllable of the underlying base 
is heavy (see Newman [1972J), the transition glide is long, i.e. 
-iy- or -uw-; if it is light, the TG is short, i.e. -y- or 
-w- (there being a few exceptions with longer words), e.g. 
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(15) bee bee + y + , aa ... 
... 
... 
-t 
beeb-fy-aa 
kar-y-aa 
hunt-uw-aa 
kutur-w-aa 
'mute' 
'bitch' 
'naked' 
'leper' 
karee + Y + aa 
huntuu + W + aa 
kuturuu + W + aa 
maayee + Y + aa ... *maay-iy-aa ... mayyaa 'sorcerer' 
The rule equally holds for historically characterized femina-
tives, e.g. 
(16) *cf i bi + Y + 
*ts&m~ + Y + 
*k&1i nO + W + 
*Sar6 + W + 
*kuwO + W + 
, 
aa 
, 
aa 
, 
aa 
aa 
, 
aa 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
cr i b-) y-aa 
tsan-y-aa 
kain-uw-aa 
bar-w-aa 
kuw-w-aa 
'navel' 
'cricket' 
'floating plant' 
'quail' 
'shouting' 
To properly account for the occurring surface forms, Rule 3 
requires the addition of two adjustment rules. (a) If the addi-
tion of the short TG results in an abutting sequence of stop + 
semivowel, an epenthetic vowel with Hi tone (f or u) is automati-
cally inserted. For purposes of this rule, Iff, which in Hausa 
fills the /p/ slot, and /5'/ (orthogra~hic ts), which historically 
comes from *e' , must be counted as stops. Note that the syllable 
final *T > r rule must apply before the epeBthetic vowel in-
sertion rule, i.e. *zaT-yaa 'skink' > zaryaa , not ??zaTiyaa 
(17 ) kag-waa « *kag6 ) ... I<aguwaa 'shrub' 
tsag-yaa « *tsage) ... tsagiyaa 'hematuria' 
dak-waa « *dakb) ... da~uwaa 'type of candy' 
bats-yaa « *bats~) ... batsiyaa 'oribi,16 
(b) If the final consonant of the base is a semivowel, the trans-
ition vowel of the long TG elides and shifts its tone to the left, 
e.g. 
16There are no examples of .LH words with the epenthetic vowel. 
I have no idea whether this is an accidental gap or whether it 
reflects some kind of restriction in the proto-language. 
(18) gaay-uwaa « *gaayo) 
maay-)yaa « *maaye) 
~ gaay-waa /gaiwaa/ 'mudfish' 
~ maay-yaa /mayyaa/ 'sorcerer' 
The process is carried a step further in the following example, 
producing what looks to be a simple vowel replacement: 
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(19) danyee + , aa ~ dany- r yaa r, , aany-yaa ~ danyaa[ fJ . ' fresh' 
There are a couple of examples of the transition vowel also 
being elided when preceded by a nasal, e.g. 
(20) kyaan-uwaa 
kaan-uwaa 
( < *kyaanb) ~ 
« *kaanb ) .... 
kyaan-waa /kyanwaa/ 'cat' 
~aan-waa /kanwaa/ 'hunger for meat' 
Note that the contrast between kanwaa and kanwaa 'younger sister', 
which on the surface is one of tone consists at a deeper level in a 
contrast in the length of the initial vowel, i.e. *kaanb vs. 
*~anb respectively. Similarly, the underlying forms for gaiwaa 
'mudfish' and tsiiwaa 'insolence' have the same tone pattern but 
differ in the length of the initial vowel, i.e. *gaayo vs. *tsiyb 
3.3. Tone. On the surface, feminatives display a wide array of 
tone patterns. At a deeper level, the specification requires only 
two major rules, originally presented by Leben [1971J, and adopted 
here with minor additions and extensions: Ca) a morphological rule 
specifying th" suffix -aa (and any preceding tre.rlsi tion vowel). as 
having copy tone, i.e. taking its tone from the tone of the final 
vowel of the base before that vowel is deleted; and (b) a general 
phonological rule changing a sequence of final LL to LR if the final 
vowel is long. The base itself generally remains unchanged. In 
this respect, the (-aa} ending is different from the {-ny~a} der-
ivational ending, which, like other derivational morphemes in Rausa, 
has an associated tone pattern that overrides the underlying tone of 
non-derived forms, e.g. 
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(21) huntuu + uwaa -+ huntuwaa 
baakoo + uwaa -. baakuwaa 
+ 
*kanl> + 
+ 
yaa 
, 
waa 
aa 
~ karyaa 
... kanwaa 
-. faraa 
shuud1 i + I yaa -+ shuucn yaa -+ 
gurg~u + ~waa • gurg~waa -+ 
'naked' 
'stranger' 
'bitch' 
'younger sister' 
'white' 
shuudlyaa 'blue' 
gurguwaa 'lame' 
The same tone rules are presumed to have applied to the overtly 
characterized feminatives, the form of the base thus being provided 
by internal reconstruction, e.g. 
(22) *t6ole 
*gark6 
*tsire 
*wuti 
*tumk'l 
*muudu 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
fyaa 
, , 
uwaa 
yaa 
, 
waa 
aa 
, , 
uwaa 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
t60lfyaa 
garkuwaa 
t 5 f ryaa 
k'urwaa 
wutaa 
tunklyaa -+ 
, " \ muuduwaa -+ 
'tuft' 
'Shield' 
'parakeet' 
'beetle' 
'fire' 
, R , 
muuduwaa 
'sheep' 
'python' 
The HHL feminatives, such as kibiyaa 'arrow' might at first 
sight look tonally aberrant. They are, nevertheless, completely 
regular, given the analysis of the i/u preceding the semivowel 
as an epenthetic vowel inserted after the copy tone assignment 
(see section 3.2.3 above), e.g. 
(23) *kibt: + yaa > kfbyaa -+ kfbfyaa 'arrow' 
*gafE + yaa > gafyaa ~ gaffyaa 'bandicoot' 
( cf. *gaaft: + lyaa > gaafiyaa -+ gaafiyaa 'emb!'oidery pattern' ) 
*tsakO + , waa > t sakwaa -+ tsakuwaa 'gravel' 
*shakO + waa > shakwaa -+ shakuwaa 'hiccough' 
The HHL feminatives of the form C~C~nyaa constitute real 
exceptions to the tone rules. The plural of the word tUkunyaa 
'cooking pot', for example, shows that the tones of the base must 
be all Hi (i. e. *-tuk (u) n~) and thus that the feminine ending 
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-yaa must also have been Hi, as seen in the common variant 
tukunyaa. The explanation for the HHL form is most likely inter-
ference from the derivational suffix -nyaa. Note that the 
variation between HHH and HHL is generally limited to nouns ending 
in -nyaa but not, for example, -ryaa. One can assume, 
therefore, that with all CVCVnyaa nouns that allow a HHH variant, 
it is this tone pattern which is basic and reflects the etymolo-
gical tone of the base, and that the HHL pattern is secondary, being due to 
morphological confusion. In some cases,one might want to reconstruct an 
earlier HHH even when there is no such attested variant, e.g. 
kawanyaa 'small ring' < *kawanyaa (?), cf. the plural ~awaanee. 
3.3.1. A problematic tone class. There is one class of feminatives 
that is not accounted for by the tone rules: the small LHL class, 
e.g. tsaakiyaa 'agate', taagiyaa 'cap', kaaciyaa 'circum-
cision', kooshiyaa 'ladle'. The first syllable is typically 
heavy and usually with long aa. There is also a class of po-
tential underlying forms for which corresponding feminatives have 
not been provided, namely LL nouns. Although this is now a rare 
pattern for Hausa, it may have been quite normal earlier, before 
the lengthening of final vowels and the subsequent application of 
the LL tone raising rule (see Schuh [1978J, Leben [1971J). It 
is possible, then, that the LHL nouns represent the overtly charac-
terized forms of LL feminine nouns, a possible derivation being 
tsaakE + aa > ts~akiyaa ~ tsaakiyaa , and then by a historical 
tone reversal to tsaakiyaa 
speculation. 
But for the moment, this is pure 
Leaving this problem aside, we can now summarize the correspon-
dences between the presumed form of feminine words in early Hausa 
before overt characterization and the present-day, actually occur-
ring form. See Table 1. 
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TABLE 1: Overtly Characterized Feminine Nouns 
Presumed earlier form of [+f] word Present-day form 
Tone pattern -E -0 Y W 
Hi-Hi 
Heavy *toole *b60bo tool iyaa boobuwaa 
'tuft' 'a fly' 
Light (non-stop C2) *drne *barO dinyaa barwaa 
'plum tree' 'quail' 
Light (stop C2) *tsage *rak6 tsagfyaa rakuwaa 
'hematuria' 'a bee' 
Lo-Hi 
Heavy *gur6e *garko gurSiyaa garkuwaa 
'rich soup' 'shield' 
Light (non-stop C2) *fure *kurD furyaa kurwaa 
'drumstick' 'spirit' 
Light (stop C2) --- --- --- ---
Hi-Lo 
Heavy *tumkl *muudu tunklyaa muuduwaa 
'sheep' 'python' 
Light (non-stop C2) *tsant: *kurb tsanyaa kurw21a 
'cricket' 'beetle' 
Light (stop C2) *k i bt: *tsakb kibiyaa tsakuwaa 
'arrow' , gravel' 
Lo-Lo ? ? ? ? 
Final -i with Hi tone 
(most not identifiable) 
Hi-Hi *wuti 'fire' wutaa 
Lo-Hi *Iugubi 'ripe lugubaa 
fruit' 
Final -a with any tone 
Hi-Hi *gaawa 'corpse' gaawaa 
Lo-Hi *kaaza 'chicken' kaazaa 
fli-Lo *kuuka 'baobab' kuukaa 
E = i or e; 0 = u or 0 
Notes: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Tone pattern refers to last two syllables 
Heavy/Light refers to weight of penultimate syllable 
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4. Deverbative Nouns 
Hausa has a number of morphological processes by which nouns can be, 
or have been, derived from verbs. Some of these deverbative nouns 
(dvn's) function as optional or obligatory replacements for progressive 
participles or verbs in the continuous tenses, e.g. kooyoo 'learning, 
harbli 'shooting'. In this function they are generally referred to 
as "secondary verbal nouns". Other deverbative nouns, e.g. taaroo 
'a meeting', yaakli 'war', are verbal in derivation only, function-
ing just like ordinary non-deverbative nouns. Some dvn's have both 
properties, e.g. ginl i 'the action of building' or 'a building' , 
gooyoo 'carrying on the back' or 'an infant (carried on the back)'. 
From a morphological point of view, i.e. in terms of accounting 
for the form of dvn's, the difference in function between the various 
dvn's can be ignored (or, at least, temporarily put aside). The ques-
tion here is what light can the model of gender developed above throw 
on the form of dvn's. A full study of dvn's goes beyond the scope of 
this paper; but I would like to show briefly how the number of presumably 
independent dvn formations can be reduced by treating some of the forms 
as overtly characterized feminatives corresponding to more common mascu-
line forms. 
4.1. dvn's with final -aa. As with non-verbal nouns, dvn's that are 
feminine end in -aa but not all dvn's that end in -aa are feminine, 
e.g. 
(24) HH (masc. ) : gyaaraa 'repairing'; neemaa 'seeking'; 
yankaa 'cutting/slaughtering' ; hawaa 'mounting' 
HH (fem.) : caayaa 'stripping (bark)' ; tsaagaa ' spli tting' ; 
fansaa 'redeeming' ; yantaa 'thatching' 
HL (masc. ) : cff i baa 'dipping' ; j f i faa 'throwing' ; 
duukaa 'beating' ; suukaa 'stabbing' 
HL (fem.) : f f i raa 'paring' ; • I • , 'tanning' ; J I Imaa 
'ic kuu aa ' sharpen ing' ; suuyaa 'frying' 
4.2. dvn's with final -iyaa/-uwaa and HHH tone. There are many HHH 
dvn's ending in -fyaa and a smaller number in -uwaa, e.g. 
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(25) taadfyaa 'tripping up'; goocfyaa 'swerving'; 
datsfyaa 'a dam'; raamuwaa 'retaliation'; gaisuwaa 
'greeting'; tsaiwaa (= Kts. tsayuwaa) 'standing' 
The -iyaa forms have two possible explanations: ( a) feminatives 
of *CVCe forms, Le. taad(yaa < *t'dE or (b) feminatives aa e[fJ , 
of *c{lci forms, Le. taad( yaa < *t' eli Solution (a) is aa I [fJ 
the easiest in that the tone rules discussed above (section 3) 
automatically produce the correct result; but it leaves unexplained 
why there aren't any corresponding C~Cee[mJ dvn's. (The only 
masculine dvn of this form that I know of is zuukee (= zuukiyaa) 
'going back on one's word'.) Solution (b) has the drawback of re-
quiring ffi1 ad hoc tone rule to produce the occurring HHH instead of 
the expected HLH, i.e. taadiyaa, not ??taad1 yaa. However, 
since HLH dvn's with -iyaa do not occur, even though this is 
generally a common feminine pattern, solution (b) with an added 
HLH> HHH rule might be the correct one. In this case, dvn's such 
as taadiyaa, etc. would simply be the feminine forms corresponding 
to the very common CVCli masculine dvn's; and in fact, there are 
a number of cases where the two forms are variants of one another, 
e.g. 
(26) jeerf yaa . , , . 'row' Jeerl I 
naanfyaa ' ,. 'repairing by sealing over' naan I I 
tooshfyaa toosh Ii 'bribe' 
yaaffyaa yaafli ' sowing by scattering' 
With the -uwaa forms, on the other hand, a straightforward 
derivation from *CvC6 bases seems preferable, i.e. raamuwaa < 
*raam6[fJ These uncommon forms thus become the natural counter-
parts to the also relatively uncommon HH masculine forms such as 
g6oy6o 'carrying an infant', b6oy60 'hiding', ~ar6o 'borrowing', 
etc. 
4.3. dvn's with final -uwaa and HLH or HHL tone. The small dvn 
, ~ , 
class composed of faaduwaa 'fa.lling', h~li fuwaa , gi ving birth' , 
rantsuwaa 'oath', and mutuwaa 'death, dying' corresponds to the 
masculine HL uu-final class, e.g. buguu 'beating', saamuu 
'obtaining', daamuu 'bothering', kaamuu 'catching', yaaguu 
'tearing the flesh', and (?)guduu 'running'. The HHL tone of 
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mutuwaa is due to the light first syllable (cf. tsakuwaa 'gravel' 
with gwaiduwaa 'white of egg'). 
Although there are no HLH -iyaa dvn's, as mentioned above, 
there are some HHL words, e.g. rakiyaa 'accompanying', sakiyaa 
'puncturing to let out pus', which contrast with HHH words such as 
kafiyaa 'standing one's ground', lakiyaa 'not sharing meat'. It 
may be that the analysis adopted in section 4.2 is incorrect for 
light syllable verbs, and that the source of kafiyaa, e.g., must 
* V· , be C Ce[fJ ' even though no masculine counterpart exists, while 
rakiyaa, e.g., would correspond to the light syllable CVCii dvn's 
such as sab' i 'measuring a farm' . 
4.4. dvn's with final -iyaa and LLH tone. LLH forms such as 
goodiyaa 'thanks', kwanciyaa 'lying down', mOoriyaa 'advantage, 
benefit', etc. are presumably derived from CVCe bases and thus 
correspond to the now-occurring masculine dvn's such as sayee 
'buying', yaabee 'plastering', han gee 'espying', etc. 
Theoretically, one would expect to find feminine dvn's of 
the form C~Cuwaa corresponding to the LH oo-final words such 
as zat60 'thinking', rook6o 'begging', etc.; and dafuwaa 
'cooking' might be such a word. But since such words would be 
identical in shape to inflected progressive partlclples witb :"waa 
of grade 7 verbs (those with final -u), tbeir form would not be 
distinctive. Thus they have either shifted to other forms or else 
have remained, but are now unidentifiable. 
4.5. Two problematic cases. It has always been assumed, I believe, 
that the words tafiyaa 'travelling' and gajiyaa 'tiredness' 
were dvn's formed from the verbs tafi 'go' and gaji 'to tire' 
by the addition of a feminine nominalizing suffix -yaa But if 
this were true, the form of the dvn's should have been ??tafaa 
and ??gazaa, the actual forms being wrong both as regards tone 
and the presence of the transition glide. The explanation--
already discovered by Parsons [1971/72:96J but generally over-
looked--is that the -ya(a) ending on these words is etymologically 
a verbal extensional suffix, whose surface resemblance to the 
feminine gender marker is completely accidental. The forms 
tafiyaa and gajiyaa are normal primary verbal nouns of the 
trisyllabic grade 3 verbs *tafiya and *gajiya (cf. tawayaa 
'shrinking < tawaya 'to shrink'), from which the irregular verb 
forms tafi and gaji have been created by apocope or back forma-
tion. 
5. Summary 
This paper provides an introduction to the historical morphology 
of Rausa feminines. The discussion and analysis center on four 
themes: (a) the identification of "overt characterization" as the 
key process in understanding the development of Rausa feminines; 
(b) the distinctiveness of the derivational suffix {-nyaa} from 
the inflectional/grammatical ending {-aa}; (c) the regularity and 
non-arbitrariness of feminine forms in relation to underlying 
bases; and (d) the interpretation of certaindeverbative noun forms 
as simply the feminine counterparts to common masculine deverbative 
noun forms. 
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